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ABSTRACT 
An infinite elastic ctrip with either an internal 
or edge crack, supported et two points and subjected 
to 8tamp loading is considered.  The stamp may be 
either flat or curved, rigid or elastic. 
The formulated problem is of a mixed boundary 
value type where a system of coupled singular integral 
equations is obtained to determine stress intensity 
factors and unknown contact stresses. 
The integral equations are solved numerically 
using an approximate quadrature technique.  Detailed 
numerical results are reported for various crack lengths 
and loading conditions due to the various types of stamps. 
-1- 
I.  IKTRODUCTIOK 
Since the establishment of the field of Fracture 
Lecheries, an intensive effort has been made to an- 
alytically determine and catalogue stress intensity 
factors.  These have been determined for an increasing- 
ly wide variety of geometries and loading conditions. 
The purpose of this paper is to formulate and solve 
the proolcm of a cracked strip supported at two points 
and loaded by a punch (see Figure 1).  This problem 
has significance beyond ordinary engineering applications, 
in that it models the three-point bend test used exten- 
sively to determine experimentally the material parameter 
K,r.  Thus, any improvement or extension over existing 
numericel solutions, such as in [6], would be most 
useful in better determining Klr.  values. 
The problem as formulated, satisfactorily models 
a number of problems which have useful engineering ap- 
plications such as cracked plates or rails loaded by 
rollers or wheels, cracked bearing races and simply 
supported beams carrying a center load. 
Formulating the problem, two coupled singular 
integral equations are obtained by use of Fourier trans- 
forms. Two separate proolems are involved;  the infinite 
strip with a crack perpendicular to its boundaries and 
-2- 
the contact problem indenting a" elastic strip.  Both 
of these problems have been investigated extenoively. 
For instance, in [11],[1],[5],and [9] the solution to 
the proolcm of a cracked strip has beer, determined using 
the techniques of Fourier transforms and singular in- 
tegral equations.  Liost notably Erdogan in [7],[3]( and 
Gupta and Lrdogan in [9] have addressed the problem of 
edge cracks, through the concept of generalized Cauchy 
kernels.  Various sheped punches indenting surfaces of 
elastic continuum were investigated by Kuskhelishvili 
in [12] and more recently using Fourier transforms, 
Civelek and Lrdogan in [2] and Ratwani and Erdogan in 
[13] have formulated and solved interesting punch contact 
problems. 
In deriving the integral equations an attempt was 
made to keep the problem as general as possible.  Thus 
a number of important and related problems have been 
solved. Two specific punch shapes were chosen for final 
numerical evaluation;  Plat punches and Circular punches. 
As a special case, a very small flat punch was chosen to 
approximate a point load. The punch may be elastic if 
it has a rounded shape, but in the present formulation 
the flat punch is restricted to be rigid. Friction has 
been included in the mathematical model at the support 
-3- 
points, but in this paper the punch-strip interface 
has been considered to be frictionless since a satisfac- 
tory frictional relationship at the punch-strip inter- 
face, which takes into account the plowing effect of the 
punch, has yet to be developed.  Both edge cracks and 
internal cracks of various lengths are investigated. 
The system of singular integral equations is 
solved numerically using the techniques described in [7]f 
[6], and [10].  For internal cracks, convergence is very 
rapid and though convergence is considerably slower 
for edge cracks, satisfactory results are easily obtained. 
II.  FORMULATION OF THE GENERAL PROBLEM 
Figure 1 indicates the geometry and coordinate 
system used in formulating the general problem.  The 
infinite strip has height h and a crack on the y-axis 
which extends from b to c.  The contact width of the 
punch is given by 2a and the distance between the two 
support points is 2d. 
First, omitting the punch portion of the general 
problem and exaoining the cracked strip;  by superposition 
the displacement component u is given by u.+Up and v 
given by v^Vg. Where u1 and v1 are the displacement 
components in the x and y direction respectively, for 
-4- 
the uncracked strip and Up,v_ arc the x and y displace- 
ment components for an infinite body with a through 
crack (Figure 2). 
Assuming the displacements ctn be written as general 
Fourier integrals;  for the uncracked strip the general- 
ized Fourier transform may be simplified by recognizing 
that u. must be an odd function of x and v. an even 
function (Figure 3). 
For the cracked strip u and v are of the form 
C °° ( °° 
- «o 
oo - 0» 
(D 
'« ~\G,K*W*<*<1< 1- ±;\ ^Ip.xU'^dp 
- oo 
substituting into the field equations 
(2) 
and solving for fp and g2, the integral representation of 
Up and v2 becomes 
-5- 
u
^-^rS  (A>* A^ -IfMx    .>^ 
(3) 
I   fT/HilA    -    1(JI   A    -   l<*1  A,X^   ",|sl*    •>•*»„ 
oo 
where C= \\. *C and >!, X  are Lame constants.  Applying 
the boundary condition of a shear free surface 
r
», "- MtK, i M. 
I   3 M.     2\r \ 
v ^ * "57/ •2    O 
where A is the shear modulus. 
IPl A, A, -- 
A, 
and a a 
C-*- I C ♦ I 
Rewriting u? and v„ 
oo 
^^<4^H -Iplx    «',1^ 
- to 
Oo 
(4) 
i      2.TT) [PI J 
— CO 
-Iplx    ^ 
Transforming the Biharmonic equation to 6et P1  and C-; 
u1  and v1  are expressed in terms of Fourier sine and 
cosine  integrals 
-6- 
(5) 
^ 
oo 
COS K X Oo< 
where ft = 3-HV  for plane strain and ?C = -^—■  for 
generalized plane stress.  Poisson's ratio is given by V 
and f^fpifii* an(i 6? are a"^ un^cnov,rn functions of <  . 
The displacement components u and v are now expressed by 
equations (4) and (5). 
o 
+
 -r(<zv ^f\+fl<n)^^s,^x^ (6) 
- OO 
Soo 
(7) 
-7- 
- 00 
O < X *• "° 
O < «^ < V\ 
At this point in the formulation •jtu(0/'j)-0 is the only 
condition satisfied.  The unknown functions f - (•*)»f2^)» 
Gi (*) iCp^04)» an<* a(°t) arG determined by eppliing the load- 
ing and crack boundary conditions for x>0. 
On the boundaries y=h and y=0 of the elastic strip 
the boundary conditions as depicted in Pigure 4 are: 
S l*,o^ = % S(x-x^      V>M = -? S(x-x.) 
The fifth boundary condition is a mathematical 
dislocation on x=0. 
2*W =   Fit-j-O (10) 
In the friction boundary conditions in (8) and 
(5) q=»il f and Q=»\lP . The coefficients of friction 
are given by l\ and \    . 
To apply the boundary conditions given by equations 
(8),(Q), and (10) the stresses in the strip nust be 
-8- 
determined from the Hooke's law. 
(11) 
for example: 
Prom equationE   (6),(7),   and   (11)   the   stresses cen 
be  expressed as, 
,       f°°r . IT - llilX */*">, 
(12) 
00 
^ (13) 
-jfi_;[«M-^]^.-",x.i"i, 
<r     1 
( ^ ♦ 'Ji + "^1, ) *'A «^    (U) 
+ (*, + 1, + "11,) t.sl» ""j j s'"> "x <*"< 
- oo 
The boundary conditions (6),(y), and (10) ere 
imposed through the stress equations (12),(1J), and (14), 
and the Fourier integrals inverted for the unknown 
functions.(See Appendix A for a table of integrals) 
Thus from (10) we find 
a(P)P=^T-Nc ' (15) 
Substituting this value  for   a(/i)    in the  other 
boundary conditions and evaluating the  remaining inver- 
sion integrals from equations   (6)  and  (9)  it follows 
that 
T,lK)   = —    P   C0S«Xo + -1—   F^   * * #        (16) 
(17) 
-10- 
-L P cos «<i   - JL_ « (Vi- - \ 
(16) 
+   + ^     3 -   s i ^ « x    -    (»-"•}) e. 
(19) 
Equations  (16),(17),(16),   and   (19)  are  solved for 
the  unknown functions f.,f0,g,i   and g0 giving 
sinUX(ctM- SW   I    L J     ' 
-    «V\ S>v\U  (*K)  A^ J 
^-   A, <2" 
(22) 
Vi 
-11- 
+ *U Sin^ (ocVx^ AM > 
(2i) 
5  = z !  |-Si*VxX(*M A,  + f «K 
wi th: 
- « ■*. 
2.1)  INTRODUCTION OP PUNCH BOUNDARY CONDITION 
\Yhen the punch is introduced into the problem, it 
is assumed that the contact area between the punch and 
the strip is known and the contact stress 4>   at the 
-12- 
interface is unknown.  Thio is the inverse problem 
described by Kuskhelishvili in [12].  If the punch is a 
flat stamp, the problem is quite simple since the total 
stamp load |P is independent of contact area.  Curved 
punches require an additional equation to inversely 
determine the total external load frcm the given contact 
area.  This additional equation is: 
-A 
Since A>   is unknown in the inverse problem an ad- 
ditional boundary condition is necessary along the punch 
strip interface.  If the* punch is rigid this condition 
is given by: 
_2__o-tu,o) = _2_ ^(x,o-) = C(x) 
where v. is the y component of displacement in the strip, 
v_ the y component of displacement in the punch and f'(x) 
is obtained by differentiating the equation f(x) giving 
the stamp profile. Matching the derivatives of displace- 
ment along the interface will give an integral equation 
with Cauchy type singularities, whose properties and 
solution have been throughly investigated.  If displace- 
ment conditions were to be matched along the interface 
instead, logarithmic singularities would occur which 
-U- 
would be lees convenient to integrate. 
If the punch is considered to be elastic and the 
local stamp radius is large compared to the contact 
area from -a to a, the stamp may be approximated by an 
elastic half-space (Figure 5) and the general boundary 
condition becomes: 
-^-[Mxy) - MX,*)")] = f(x) (24) 
(25) 
Applying the derivative condition to the elastic 
strip: 
- JJL- f ( *i±±\ X     + xl>-0X- X1] 1 
Evaluation of -J5 at the location of contact with 
the punch, requires that this be done as a limiting 
process to preserve the Cauchy type singularity. Terms 
with y as a product may immediately be set equal to zero, 
since in the limit the contrioution of these terms will 
be zero. Also it can be shown that asymptotically as 
*-+ *» »C  terms cancel and c  terms add together.  Thus 
-14- 
we are justified in taking the lim inside the integral 
and replacing the cosK*^ term simply with the asymptotic 
behavior e  . Applying this limit process, equation (25) 
is now written es: 
i  F j I  *,+ i\   x      x (•».*- x1) "I 
Also, from equations (12) and (15) the stresses along 
the y axis at x-0 are expressed as : 
o 
-JLL_r_L_] 
(27) 
2.2)  HALF - SPACE PUNCH LODIL 
To fulfill the elastic punch portion of the boundary 
condition defined by equation (24), the component of 
displacement in the y direction and its derivative with 
respect to x are examined for the half-space depicted 
in Figure 5. 
-15- 
The boundary conditions imposed on the elastic half- 
space are given as 
^ U,o) = - f S (x-xe) 
(28) 
Assuming the xfy-components of displacement in 
the form 
o 
oo (29) 
i 
and using the field equations (2) we get: 
O 
X S i v\ * X  O *> 
oo (30) 
o 
Equations (jO) can immediately be simplified for 
the half-space problem by recognizing that as »*-»-«o the 
displacements must remain finite. 
oo 
^  
Jo J (3D 
-16- 
o 
The relevant stress components in the subopace are: 
r
     Z   {°°( < <33) 
(J4) 
Applying the boundary conditions from (28) and solving 
for A. and ky, 
A, =   f"-o<,«.x.      V     -J. S!n * X. 
To determine the derivative of the y-component of 
displacement with respect to x at the location of 
contact with the strip, evaluation of the following 
equation is required. 
00 
ii<vo= u ^U*\-^\>)<A^«* <*«   (36) 
2x        ^->-o   © 
-17- 
Combining equations (35) and (36), evaluating the 
integrals and taking the l»"*  exprccoion (36) becomes: 
¥*<*.■»)._     . till    *lX.'»It(K-0-*(*v*j"|  (37' 
+   -i-   *ill (   __£-    +    _j£_  } 
TT   H Mx \  X ♦ X.       X - X. / 
Applying the symmetry conditions f(0" f i-*."^ , t(x^« _l(-x^ 
and considering (j7) to be a Green's function for this 
portion of the problem, (_>7) is integrated along the 
length of contact from -a to a.  The derivative condition 
for the elastic stamp is expressed as 
(38) 
L5 
2x 
2.3)  EXPRLSSIOK OF THE SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
Before the first integral equation can be expressed 
from condition (24), the expressions for f. and g.., 
(20) and (22),  must be substituted into equation (26). 
After some algebraic manipulations, the necessary 
asymptotic analysis, and evaluation of limits for y-*0, 
the Cauchy and Predholm kernels are separated. Applying 
the symmetry conditions where appropriate and evaluating 
all other integrals we get: 
(39) 
-id- 
_^L(x,*C^   _   _    *,-v IM *1 L_ VJJ r-f&id 
-A 
-J 
♦ ^fn-O r -HX^.
1 
-^ 
-    ^  K       + k      -   k     * k    V   d* 
vt n        ill     ^. 
where: 
W-       _       \     , .     S»n«(x    -X)    dot 
u
 J     c -   H *   n    - Z   *   c. 
oo 
H*1^ 
k       =    \   i: '— ;— cos*(x-xW"C 
..-'J °°   «W -*K o 
00 
_ZKK ill -IKK N    •        ' 
e -  H**K   - Z.   4-   &    c*n 
- *K 
-A4 (ccVy^l-      * (*k^ CoS  « (x.-x)d< «»*_   H**V,X-Z.    4    e"X*K 
-19- 
eo 
• ■ST 
H*lV» Ml -•*•*- 
2MK
_   MC(X^    -i   ♦   C 
-OtW 
—:—r   (l-*^V S".-\«x«i< 
•o°     nVx 
K,s = I 
(<V>)   -    &        (oclQ 
Substituting  equations   (_}8)  and   (39)   into  condition 
(24)  and  defining: 
*. ^  » 
*r =  —  1
<K, 
A = V,  ♦  Tx        . 
A = M. i 
and also  observing  that 
*(x.}» ^fKh( Q(x.) » s^n PCx.'in,. 
we get the firBt integral equation. 
-20- 
(40) 
" 
A
 f {° * \   xf-x"^  ***• ♦ PtfMk..-sV»\kJ^ 
a. 
JLI  *'M 
V. + \ 
where the relationship between •pUJ and P(xJ is given 
by the equiliDrium condition: 
rd 
^   fu.Wx, =  ]   PU.W*. 
From equation (27) F and -p  are separated and 
the other integral equation can be written as: 
+   -— -^r kiE  KO = ° 
-21- 
Integrating the dislocation function F from b to c and 
the contact lengths -a to a, -d to d, the equation 
becomes: to) 
-\      * 
(i 
where we a^ain have the equilibrium condition relating 
flij     end P{x.)   : 
6 
\     f(x.)dxo =  ^  P(x.Wx 
(42) 
- A 
The kernel KT is expressed in exponential fore in 
appendix 3.  K, can now be broken into integrations 
which are all convergent as^-*".  "riting K, es the 
sum of these integrals: 
17 
1
 L  J 
(43) 
Examining each integral separately, it can be seen that 
singularities occur whenever y and y simultaneously go 
to zero.  This occurs in the special case of edge cracks 
and these singularities (generalized Cauchy kernels) 
-<:<:- 
nuet be separated so thet the integrals m. remain 
convergent.  As an example, from appendix B we have: 
2*V\ -x*W 
■«*. 
Separating the portion of the integrand which does not 
go to zero as «c-»«* , and evaluating this integral in 
closed form;  (for integrals see appendix A) 
= M_! !_1 
o 
This remaining integral is absolutely convergent. 
For some of the integrals there is a special case, 
when y =h, for which the integrals become unbounded.  This 
occurs when edge cracks open on the upper surface of the 
strip.  The generalized Cauchy kernels from these inte- 
grals are separated by examining the asymptotic behavior 
of the integral and letting: 
where; G (*.*}. i*l) ■ *»$ , 
KQ is the asymptotic part of the integral evaluated in 
-23- 
closed form, and G^/'j ,*$)    is the portion of the inte- 
ce        • 
grand which asymptotically becomes unbounded and when 
integrated in closed form yields Kg.  The term in 
brackets when integrated will now be absolutely con- 
vergent. 
Appendix C contains a tabulation of all m.'s and 
the separated generalized Cauchy kernels. 
Fredholm kernel K,, and KTT are now analysed in the 
same manner as K,.  Appendix D contains K,, and K,, in 
exponential form.  Following the same procedure as in 
K,, KJJ can be broken into simple integrations which are 
all convergent as <*-♦ °° . 
k 
'*A ■1^ (44) 
tn.l 
..-!> 
Expressing cosh«y and sinhKy  in exponential form; 
combining like exponentials and examining the asymptotic 
behavior of the kernels, any singularities which occur 
(when y=h or y=0) are separated and the remaining inte- 
grals can be shown to be absolutely convergent. Appendix 
£ contains the integrals j, and the separated terms 
-24- 
evaluated in closed form. 
Prom equations (40) and (41) the system of singular 
integral equations can be rewritten as: 
WTTT * KX^.-0]FI-0K 
(45) 
% \fi*.)\(1.0J*. * ^r I pwyv.w»,- 
V ^ l     </ ft 
a 
(46) 
a r* 
- A. 
fi\  P(x.)k CvO«K «■    -TTT-Ul^k  U,^<h 
subject to the equilibrium condition 
( fix.)  dx, = \  Plx^x, , 
and the single - valuedness condition 
\ 
(47) 
•     e 
b 
-25- 
The punch loading force P is included through the 
equation: 
-A. 
The Predholm kernels in (45) are given by: 
K  = )  m 1
 L   J 
■5>     vE^ * *» 
(B I 
In equation (46) the terms are defined: 
U-    - L-  -. San t\  klu 
(48) 
t (x) = derivative of punch shape equation 
-26- 
2.4)  SIMPLIFICATION OP THE GENERAL PROBLEM 
The general problem described by equations (45) 
and (46) can be further simplified by considering the 
case of two concentrated loads applied to the layer at 
y=h, i.e. the support points at -d.  Here P(>0 is G*ven by 
P(0= PUx.-d) ♦  P*lx.*<») 
The last integral in equation (45) is rewritten as 
\   PIMKX^,X.)JK. - p[Kttb,<))+ k^lvD] 
and from the equilibrium equation (42) we can write 
so (45) becomes: 
(49) 
+ — 
where 
-27- 
Since we will exclude friction along the punch 
surface, A=0 and (46) is reduced from a singular integral 
equation of the second kind to one of the firot kind. 
With the same point load configuration used in writing 
(49) the third integral in (46), using equilibrium 
condition (42), becomes; 
{    PU}K    (\x)cU   =P[K   (\4Wk    (x-cO| 
a •■   *B *• 
and   (46) is reduced  to 
\'[ 1               ,       r x.-x         f- 
(50) 
- a. 
+
    v^f^V^^.-   TT77 n*i 
where: 
The Fourier integrals giving the Predholm kernels 
KII,KIII and KIV may ea8ily oe evaluated by using Gauss- 
Legendre quadrature.  However, if one examines the inte- 
grands of these terms it can be seen that these integrals, 
if treated separately will be divergent as *-*o . To 
-28- 
show that these kernels are truly Predholm kernels, the 
integrands for each particular kernel is expanded in a 
Taylor series about zero.  It can be shown that when 
all the integrands for a particular kernel are summed 
and equilibrium conditions are included, the coefficients 
of the divergent terms will be zero.  Though this is a 
rather lengthy procedure it must be done to prove that 
the infinite integrals K,,, K,j, and KIV are convergent 
around zero. 
III.  SPECIAL CASES:  SPECIFIC PR03LE&S 
3.1)  PLAT PUNCH LOADING 
For the cracked strip loaded by a flat punch f*(x)»0. 
The interval of integration for the system of coupled 
singular equations (49),(50) is normalized by the 
introduction of new variables s,t,T*, and If . 
y  = c-b  S +  ^ * b 
1 
H - 
c
- *> t ♦ -L±±- 3 "   x 1 
x = * * 
Prom (49) and (50) the normalized expression is 
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-1 
4 
1", [Try * *P V1^]^1"'Jr 
normalizing the additional conditions (47) and (48) 
-1 
dividing through all equations by -£ and multiplying by 
~;  the normalized integral equations with auxilary 
•i 
conditions, for the flat punch problem become 
(51) 
['  /(r)« ktt(t,r) <ir = i        1      "^   I   I   1  M.    IX     Y—.-#   — "*   *^ 
-JO- 
\1[T-T + a?\(yT)]*\T)<>r 
-I 
(52) 
cU   =   o 
-I 
i1 FV) ds  =   o <*■>> 
(    f *(r) cir =   i (54) 
u>*n.\ ^<T) f*M       H        F(S) (55) 
For the  flat punch  (rigid)  yx=0 
A  » 
3.2)  NUMERICAL IJETHODS 
The integral equations (51) and (52) both have 
integrable singularities at the end points for the case 
of a flat punch and therefore the index for both equations 
is given by % =1 [7]. Defining new functions 
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F*(0 = +(Mw(0 
where the weights «*;($)  and w(7")  are the weights of 
the Gauss-Chebyshev integration formulae. 
urn) = (,-s1)"1'1 
u»m.(i-T*r,/x 
Following the discussion by Krenk in [10] the solution 
of the system of singular integral equations becomes 
the solution of the following quadrature formula, which 
has the particularly useful feature of having abscissas 
located at the endpoints of the interval of integration. 
(56) 
1(11-0 l 5,-tj-     * ^xv ,, 4i j ri .i 
*\- \ 
~D vv ^-^>i>)}^) 
ctx 
x^l*k«lti,T.)}r(r,) ♦ 
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W\- I 
W\ 
-^•^tV^JHrJ 
Krl 
—
!
—U k   (t.   r )1 t(rj a    O 
1 . • • •   .   * - I 
—!— I _£zJL  uK   (ls)|d)(s)     + 
i ? i 
(57) 
( X «  I, , m-i ) 
=    O 
-H- 
with: 
1 *(*,)   + £  4>(s4)   -   ±. 4>(sj =  o 
(58) 
,31 
(59) 
}T(r),[ f(tj   *  f f(rj«   ^L 
Ksa 
whe re: 
, •» ',i. St-   cos(-^-ir) 
*» 
i- l 
The infinite, exponentially decaying, integrals 
which constitute Predholm kernel K, are evaluated using 
GausB-Laguerre quadrature. The remaining Predholm kernels 
KII'^II1' and KIV thou£h infinite oscillating integrals, 
are evaluated between finite limits using Gauss-Legendre 
quadrature, where it can be shown that the remaining 
contribution of the integrals above the fixed upper limit 
is negligible. 
Edge cracks are handled simply by modifying the 
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nature of the singularity at the endo of the crack. 
Using function-theoretic techniques Erdogan in [3]» 
Erdogan, Gupta and Cook in [7] and Gupta and Erdogan in 
[9] have thoroughly investigated the nature of these 
singularities. 
When there is an edge crack we can still use the 
K =1 quadrature with only a minor modification.  The 
equations (56),(57), and (59) still apply, but equation 
(58) is replaced by </>(») =0 or <£(-•) =0 depending on which 
surface the edge crack opens on.  Doing this forces the 
condition that the crack slope must be finite and the 
stress intensity factor on the open edge must equal zero. 
The quantities of main importance are the stress 
intensity factors.  These are defined by 
^-* v> 
k {c)  = !•- A (*-0 \x  Co,*}) 
The stress intensity factors are directly related to <^(S) 
at the endpoints. 
(appendix P contains the derivation of the stress inten- 
sity factor expression) 
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3.J)  CURVED ELASTIC STA1* 
For the cracked strip loaded by a symmetric curved 
stamp f'(x)*=-x/R, where R is the local radius of curvature, 
After normalization, equations (49) and (50) are ex- 
pressed as: 
£7 V,ftT,a ki(t'r)<jT = ° 
(60) 
- I 
(61) 
\*  [jTT   +   T'WJj-pfr) cir 
-1 
+   4 
with the auxilary conditions;  single-valuedness and 
equilibrium written as: 
^ F(s)ds = o        ^ -f (T) JT = -E- 
Further normalization and rearrangement is accomplished 
M    « by dividing by ——— —-  and defining: 
f'lr). f{r)   -Ail*. -§- 
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FU) = F(&1 4 
After further manipulation the system of equations 
becomes 
\' [ ITT   +    ^ k*lt'^] F*^Js 
p \   f *(r)« KxU,r) <ir 3 o + 
i' [-rrr v aPlV'r)]*,*<T><»* 
V 
I 
+ 
-1 
! F'«i(-Ti-)v(,.s)j* • -" 
- i 
-i 
(62) 
(63) 
cU    =   o (64) 
(65) 
where 1  3    _E_      (*' * *»•)     _J1 A a H * 
Unlike the flat punch problem, here the unknown 
function f (T) is bounded at the endpoints x=+a.  Hence 
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the index for the singular integral equation (63) is -1. 
The curved punch contact width 2a is an unknown, 
as is f (r) , and it is clear that the contact width 
will not be independent of the magnitude of the external 
atarap load IP as it was for the flat stamp.  The problem 
is solved in an inverse manner;  namely, it is assumed 
that instead of the load IP, the contact half-width a, 
is specified and the integral equations (62)-(64) are 
solved for various crack lengths [13].  After determining 
P  (T) for each given crack length and contact half-width 
a, P is determined from (65). 
3.4)  NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR CURVED ELASTIC STAKP 
Again following the technique as outlined by Krenk 
[10]: 
F*(0 = *<*)w(S)   where    »M*  (•-**)" "* 
f *(r)= f(T)^(r)    where    io(T)= (l-Tl)",/Z 
where w(s) t u(r)   is the weight function of the Gauss- 
Che by she v quadrature. The general method for numerical 
solution from (56) and (57) still applys, with the 
appropriate rearrangement of material constant terms and 
the inclusion of-^ on the right hand side of (57). 
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The extra conditiono for equation (63), which hao 
an index of -1, are 
Equation (59) io omitted and again the same auxilary 
equation given by (58) io used.  It should be noted that 
the index of (62) remains +1 since the nature of this 
equations's singularities remain unbounded. 
Since there is one more equation than unknown, m is 
always chosen to be even and equation m/2+1 is omitted 
[7], from (57).  The quadrature abscissa points remain the 
same as previously defined. 
« 
Finally, once <p C) is determined from the equilib- 
rium condition (65), A is calculated: 
-I  
v
    
K k.» 
with 
nr}=o; nrj = °   and  WK= -^- 
It can be shown, following a derivation similar to 
that for the flat stamp loading, that the stress in- 
tensity factor for the cracked strip loaded by a curved 
elastic stamp is given by: 
MO = -*(•} f^ 
I   c-b _p 
a 
P 
I 
2 P  * 
/c-b I 
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IV. NUILERICAL RESULTS 
The stress intensity factors for an infinite strip 
subjected to various stamp loading conditions, are given 
for both edge and internal cracks in tables 1-7. 
For convenience in comparing the data, the crack 
length is expressed as 
l=c-b 
Also, numerical results for stress intensity factors hove 
been normalized with respect to P/h, so that the form 
presented in the tables becomes 
KU}= <fr*(-.l/T -£- »*th  (f>* = 4 4 
for edge cracks and 
h 
for internal cracks.  In the same manner, for convenience, 
in the curved elastic punch loading results, A io 
normalized with respect to R/h instead of a/h 
•X*.   P   Y. + Tx   R 
Table 1 gives the stress intensity factors for a 
strip with edge cracks loaded by a rigid flat stamp with 
a small a/h ratio. Thus, in this case the flat stamp 
very closely approximates a point load and the situation 
is assumed to be J-point loading. 
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The results for two loading configurations, d/h-2.0 and 
d/h=4.0, are compared with the edge crack stress in- 
tensity factors computed from the results by Cross and 
Srawley [6];  solutions obtained using boundary collo- 
cation techniques. 
Since convergence becomes quite slow for edge cracks 
with a large l/h ratio, the final results given for 
l/h=0.6, l/h=0.7, and lA=0.8 were obtained through a 
3-point quadratic extrapolation [11].  Figure 6 graph- 
ically represents the results given in table 1. 
The a/h ratios for flat stamp loading are restricted 
somewhat;  for once separation occurs between the stamp 
and the strip, indicated by a tensile Btamp load, the 
original assumptions used in the stamp-strip interface 
formulation are no longer valid.  The a/h ratio at which 
separation occurs is a function of crack length and d/h. 
Table 2 shows the stress intensity factors for edge 
cracks with d/h=4.0 till separation quickly occurs. 
Table 3 and figure 7 shows the variation of stress 
intensity factors with increasing a/h ratios till 
separation occurs at a/h»0.35.  In this case d/h*2.0 . 
Stress intensity factors for symmetric central in- 
ternal cracks and eccentric internal cracks are given in 
tables 4 and 5, figures 8 and 9. The flat stamp loading 
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used is a/h=0.01, with d/h=2.0 and d/h=4.0 .  Convergence 
is very rapid for the internal crack, and solutions are 
easily obtained with a high degree of accuracy.  It 
should be noted, that even though the negative stress 
intensity factors given in table 4 are physically not 
acceptable there may be axial loads superimposed on 
bending to make k> 0. 
Table 6 contains the stress intensity factors for 
an infinite strip with an edge crack loaded by a curved 
□tamp.  Curved stamps with three types of elastic 
properties are tabulated.  These are;  rigid curved stamp 
with /3=1, elastic curved stamp with £=0.5» and elastic 
curved stamp with /3 =5.0x10  . 
When /J=0.5 the stamp and the infinite strip are 
made of the same material.  When p =5.0x10  a very soft 
punch indents the strip and is useful as an approximation, 
for example, of rubber loading on a concrete strip. 
For each curved stamp with different elastic prop- 
erties the stress intensity factors are given for various 
stamp half-contact lengths (a/h) and various crack 
lengths (1/h).  Prom these results it's noted that the 
stress intensity factqrs vary only slightly for various 
(a/h) ratios. 
Table 6 also contains the parameter A (X« -JJ- '* » -^0, 
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which is used to determine the applied load in the inverse 
problem.  Figures 10,11, and 12 plot A VB. a/h for the 
three different types of elastic punches, completing 
the inverse problem.  For the given bi-elastic constant, 
a/h can now be determined from a given load F and stamp 
radius R.  Once a/h is determined from these plots the 
stress intensity factors are obtained directly from 
table 6.  Presentation of the results in this manner 
allows one to solve directly what otherwise would have 
been an iterative type problem for a given load IP . 
Table 7 shows the contribution to the stress in- 
tensity factors due to a shear surface traction applied 
at lA=2.0 . 
With a/h=0.01 the stamp load very closely approximat- 
es a point load and the results, when compared with the 
information in table 1, give the stress intensity factors 
k(b)- due to the shear traction alone, where &\-=1.0 and 
In actual engineering applications the contribution 
to the stress intensity factor due to friction k(b)f, 
from table 7, is simply multiplied by the actual coef- 
ficient of friction and the final stress intensity factor 
is obtained by superposition with the values given in 
table 1 for stress intensity factors without friction. 
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V.  CONCLUSION 
The mathematical model outlined in this paper i8 a 
complete treatment of three point bending in a cracked 
elastic strip.  The results obtained from the numerical 
solution of the system of coupled singular integral 
equations not only agrees well with results obtained by 
other techniques [8], but is, in addition a significant 
improvement and extension over these earlier results. 
Certeinly the stress intensity factors obtained will be 
useful in better determination of K,c values. 
Inclusion of elasticity in the stamp and friction 
at support points also widens the scope of engineering 
applicability of the computed results. 
Future investigations of this type of problem should 
deal with an elastic strip of finite length and examine 
the plausibility of including a reasonable frictional 
theory at the stamp-strip interface. 
Another important area of future investigation is 
plasticity. Plastic analysis about the crack tip would 
be of great interest and of course this would be coupled 
with any plastic effects associated with the stamp in- 
dentation. 
The method of formulation and solution used in this 
problem is applicable to many mixed boundary value 
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problems in elasticity which arise when considering 
cracked elastic media and surfaces indented by a stamp 
over some finite region. 
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TABLE 1 
Stress Intensity Factors for a Strip with an Edge Crack 
Loaded by a Plat Stamp.  a/h=0.01 
d/h=J ?.o dA«^ 1.0 
*A Mb) k(b) k(b) 
• 
kU) 
JT -f «" HF- /T -£- 
0.01 6.J45 6.434 13.00 13.09 
0.10 5.68j 5.910 12.17 12.19 
0.20 5.867 5.882 12.20 12.22 
0.30 6.24j 6.255 12.99 13.01 
0.40 7.041 7.042 14.61 14.60 
0.50 8.448 8.467 17.44 17.46 
0.60 10.92 10.96 22.42 22.45 
0.70 15.77 - 32.12 - 
0.80 27.40 55.51 - 
* Reference [6] 
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TABLE 2 
Stress Intensity Factors for a Strip with an Edge Crack 
Loaded by a Flat Stamp.  a/h=0.2   d/hc4.0 
XIV 
0.01 12.64 
0.10 12.03 
0.20 (separa 
TABLE 3 
Variation of Stress Intensity Factors with Respect to 
Punch Half-Contact Width for Flat Punches till Separation 
Occurs.  Edge Crack  lA=0.1  d/h=2.0 
a/ n n .—p— 
0.01 5.883 
0.05 5.876 
0.10 5.856 
0.15 5.819 
0.20 5.762 
0.25 5.681 
0.30 5.570 
0.35 (separation) 
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TABLE 4 
Stress Intensity Factors for a Central Internal Crack, 
Plat Punch Loading.   aA=0.01   d/h^.O 
XI K b k(b) 
or  JL 
k(0 
Ik       P 
IT     "V 
0.1 0.45 -0.287634 0.789191 
0.2 0.40 
-0.820499 1.J3645 
0.5 0.35 -1.J5395 1.89537 
0.4 0.30 -1.89747 2.47803 
0.5 0.25 -2.47138 3.10946 
0.6 0.20 
-3.11769 3.84049 
0.7 0.15 -3.92939 4.78222 
0.8 0.10 
-5.15519 6.22814 
0.9 0.05 -7.81569 9.35474 
0.95 0.025 -11.6675 13.7382 
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TABLE 5 
Internal Cracks.  Stress Intensity Factors for Eccentric 
Cracks.  Eccentricity e = 1-(c+b)A .   e—0.5  a/h"0.01 
dA=2.0 
£/ k b 
IT HE- 
klO 
737 JL 1    x          K 
0.05 0.725 2.61221 2.87642 
0.10 0.7 2.51674 3.05622 
0.20 0.650 2.39859 j.54291 
O.JO 0.6 2.40183 4.34923 
0.40 0.550 2.64703 6.10014 
dA=4.0 
Kl  n b K(kO kCO /T"   _IL 
0.05 0.725 5.47486 6.04227 
0.10 0.7 5.26626 6.41548 
0.20 0.650 4.99470 7.42653 
0.30 0.6 4.96808 9.08946 
0.40 0.550 5.4J617 12.6981 
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TABLE 6 
Stress Intensity Pactoro for an Infinite Strip with BJI 
Edge Crack Loaded by a Curved Stamp. A • -r-  'u * ~JJ" 
u     v   * ♦ '     ft -    *' 
where  * » —%—    •  P "  », ♦ *a 
Rigid  Curved Stamp        /3= io            <J / V, = M.o 
XI V) a / h IT  4- 
* 
C. 1 0.01 12.17 1.567X10"4 
0.1 0.03 12.17 1.387X10"3 
0.1 0.05 12.17 j.725x10"3 
0.1 0.10 12.16 1.292x10~2 
0.1 0.15 12.14 2.383x10"2 
0.5 0.01 17.44 1.549x10"4 
0.5 0.03 17.44 1.254x10"3 
0.5 0.05 17.44 2.902x10"3 
0.7 0.01 j2.11 1.469x10"4 
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TABLE 6  -  CO?.TI!CUn> 
Elastic Curved Stamp o.? 61 K »  10 
A/k a/h 
K(b) *. 
X /T     -*- 
0.1 0.01 12.17 1.569x10"* 
0.1 0.03 12.17 1.400x10"3 
0.1 0.10 12.16 1.418X10"2 
0.1 0.20 12.12 4.4C3x10"2 
0.5 0.03 17.44 1.329x10~3 
0.5 0.05 17.44 3.338x10"3 
0.5 0.10 17.42 9.28lx10"3 
0.5 0.20 17.34 1.759x10~2 
0.7 O.Oj 32.11 1.080x10~J 
0.7 0.05 32.09 2.127x10"3 
0.7 0.10 32.03 3.707x10"3 
Elastic Curved Stamp     /JaS.oxio"*" d/U  « M.o 
J/k a/ t, k(b) < ir  HF- 
0.1 0.10 12.16 1.571X10"2 
0.1 0.50 11.88 0.3926 
0.1 1.0 11.27 1.569 
0.5 0.10 17.42 1.571x10~2 
0.5 0.50 16.94 0.3923 
0.5 1.0 16.05 1.566 
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TABLE 7 
Contribution to Stress Intensity Pactor due to Shear 
Surface Traction (Friction), in Strip with Edge Crack 
and Flat Stamp Loading. 
a/h=0.01 d/h=2.0 V1-0  • -r\m 
X/\x kltO ktv»n 
0.01 8.570 2.225 
0.1 8.049 2.166 
0.2 8.135 2.268 
0.3 8.761 2.518 
0.4 9.988 2.947 
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////// 
Figure 1  Elastic Strip with internal crack indented 
by circular punch. 
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H 
u ,v u, ,v, 
Figure 2  Formulation of the problem oy superposition 
ty 
u. t 1—-u. 
Figure 3  Formulation of the problem by superposition 
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Q 
-y„ 
Q 
•q q* 
Figure 4  The boundary conditions 
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1 
Figure 5  The elastic stamp boundary condition 
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it -ipS 
V 
40 
Q-l-C 
•^ 30 d/h=4.0> 
20 
A-d/h=2.0 
10 
1     1      1 1 1      1      1      1      1 
0 0.2       0.4       0.6      0.8      1.0 
l/h 
Figure 6  Stress intensity factor in a strip with an 
edge crack loaded by a rigid flat stamp, 
aA=0.01, dA=4.0, and d/h«2.0 
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6.0 
a=l.c 
t 
5 55 
5.0 
0 
Figure 7 
\ Separation 
\ 
^ 
\E 
J L 
Ti 
-2a 
0.1 0.4      0.5 0.2       0.3 
a/h 
Stress intensity factor vs. stamp half-contact 
length in a strip with an edge crack loaded by 
a flat rigid stamp. lA=0.1   dA«2.0 
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Figure   8       GtrccE   ir.tcncit;   foctorc 
for c   oitnmetric  control 
crack.     Hat   ctt.n;p   lood- 
inc.     a/h-O.Cl     dA = 4.0 
0.4       0.6       0.8 
l/h 
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J. t l»,1   1 
10 
8- 
0 
Figure 9 
J. 0.1 0.4      0.5 0.2       0.3 
l/h 
Stress intensity factors for eccentric cracks 
in an infinite strip with flat stanp loading. 
e=-0.5  aA=0.01  dA=4.0 & dA«2.0 
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-1 10 
-2 
10 
DC|JZ 
*k 
a.\sz 
ii    -3 
*-;l0 
l/h=0.1 
Figure   10 
0.02     0.04    0.06    0.08     0.1 
a/h 
X  vs. a/h for curved punch loading. Rigid 
punch; /5 =1.0  dA=4.0 
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■IE 10 
-2 10 
<4 
Q=jx: 
*" 10 
-A 
10 
0 
l/h=0.1 
0.1 
a/h 
0.2 
Figure 11  X  vs. a/h for curved punch loading. Elastic 
punch same material as cracked strip;  £ »0.5 
dA=4.0 
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101 
1 
(z\sz 
+ 
■1 
~< 10 
-2 
10 
0 
l/h=0.1 
l/h = 0.5 
0.2      0.4      0.6      0.8       1.0 
a/h 
Figure 12   X * VB. aA for curved punch loading with very 
soft elastic punch.  /3 =5.0x10""^  dA«*4.0 
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APPENDIX A 
Table of Integrals 
to 
t b.»\   «.x    dx.        = 
eO 
(X 
I,   «a. <** +   p» 
(iZ   +    <*Z 
(«l+   P1V 
/0» 
-£X 
(i- px]e toi t*. X     ti X    =• z p> * z (**♦ PM 
-|3X 
* ft * tojocx   do<.    = (,-px)e 
f"° -^.    ,      1       i r   *        : 1 
o 
00 
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00 
«
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  C 
- « ■ 
' Si~W cc«j   <i  *    = .     - TV 
oo 
»'   *^J   e.'0"*'   Sl~Vx  *^   <^e< 
 -1 
/«* e       ° *;«V\ *H   Aoi   =3   -.   -  
o 
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APPENDIX B 
Kj(y,y ) expressed in exponential fore: 
tKO= f[e"l,-H.^--e-"1'] 
r , ixK     -z«V\\ 
*t'"*1.)""'4[le  "1+e  / V * 
* (»(.-^c',,,-l(K^«*K)(.-«[h-^l)] * 
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♦ s 
.*-t K 
+    (    I C -   8*K 
-«u> 
-«(h-^ 
CoS V\   ex.",    A (X 
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APPiraix c 
K,= V'm. ;  m. is given in the following table minus the 
separated terms KIS, which occur when y and y either go 
to zero or h simultaneously.  These generalized Cauchy 
kernels which compose KTO are included at the end of 
Appendix C. 
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The separated expressions evaluated in closed form which 
include the generalized Cauchy kernels complete the 
expression for K». 
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APPLI.D1X E 
j, io given in the following table minus the oeparated 
terms K,,-, which occur when y=h o: 
included st the end of Appendix £. 
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KJJ is completed with the following separated terns, 
which compose K.,,s. 
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APPENDIX P 
Derivation of the stress inteneity factor expression. 
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in a likewise manner: 
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